NOTE
There are two Extraordinary issues to the Official Gazette, Series I No. 8 dated 21-05-2020, namely:—
(1) Extraordinary dated 21-05-2020 from pages 217 to 218, Notification No. 6-7-2020 Fin(DMU) regarding Market Borrowing Programme of State Government from Department of Finance (Debt Management) Division.

(2) Extraordinary (No. 2) dated 27-5-2020 from pages 219 to 224, Notification No. 8/6/2020 LA regarding the Goa (Recovery of Arrears of Tax through Settlement) (Amendment) Ordinance, 2020 from Department of Law (Legal Affairs Division).
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GOVERNMENT OF GOA
Department of Inland Waterways
Captain of Ports

Corrigendum
COP/2012/2/Corresp.(PER)/Part-III (Part)/1355


In the order referred to in the preamble, the point 2. “Corrigendum No. COP/2012/2/Corresp.(PER)/Part-III(Part)/3175” may be read as “Corrigendum No. COP/2012/2/Corresp.(PER)/Part-III(Part)/3630”.

By order and in the name of the Governor of Goa.
Capt. Jameo Braganza, Captain of Ports/ex officio & Joint Secretary.

Suggestions are welcomed on e-mail: dir-gppe.goa@nic.in
of wages provided in any provision of such enactments for any purpose shall be deemed to have been done or taken or provided for such purpose under the corresponding provisions of this Code and shall be in force to the extent they are not contrary to the provisions of this Code till they are repealed under the corresponding provisions of this Code or by the notification to that effect by the Central Government.

(3) Without prejudice to the provisions of sub-section (2), the provisions of section 6 of the General Clauses Act, 1897 shall apply to the 16 of 1897. repeal of such enactments.

Law (Establishment) Division

Order

2/57/20 File-LD(Estt)/838

Sanction of the Government is hereby accorded for the upgradation/revision of the pay scale of the Civil Registrar-cum-Sub-Registrar (Group B Gazetted) in the Registration Department from Rs. 9300-34800+Grade Pay Rs. 4200 to Rs. 9300-34800+Grade Pay Rs. 4600 (Pre-revised—Vth Pay Scale) with immediate effect.

The expenditure shall be debited to the Budget Head “2030—Stamps and Registration; 03—Registration; 001—Direction and Administration; 01—Superintendence; 01—Salaries (N.P.)” and “2030—Stamps and Registration; 03—Registration; 001—Direction and Administration; 02—District Charges; 01—Salaries (N.P.)” as the case may be, under Demand No. 10.

This issues on the recommendation of the report furnished by the Works Study-cum-Anomaly Committee, in terms of clause 4 (iv) and (v) of Order No. 8/1/2016-Fin (R&C)/A dated 30-11-2016 conveyed by Finance Department (Revenue Control) vide their letter No. 8/1/2019-Fin(R&C)/(1)/4792 dated 27-06-2019 and their concurrence vide letter No. 8/1/2019-Fin (R&C)/(1)/137 dated 03-03-2020 and also approval of the Cabinet in the XXVlth Cabinet Meeting held on 13-05-2020.

By order and in the name of the Governor of Goa.

Amir Y. Parab, Under Secretary (Law-Establishment).

Porvorim, 18th May, 2020.

Department of Tribal Welfare
Directorate of Tribal Welfare

Notification

DTW/5/VIDYA LAXMI/Scheme/9/
/Amendment/2020-21/669

Read: "VIDYA LAXMI".


And whereas the Government desires to amend the Scheme Vidya Laxmi at clause 3, to omit the sub-clause 2 of clause 3 and to add clause 6.

Therefore clause 3 of the above scheme is amended and may be read as under:

3. Eligibility.— The girl child who has passed 10th standard examination and gets admission in the 11th Standard of any stream (Science/Arts/Commerce/Vocational/VTI) is eligible under the scheme.

In case student/beneficiary changes the stream or Institute after making FD of sanctioned amount then she shall be eligible for release of FD as per the terms and conditions mentioned in the clause 4 of the scheme.
Now, the clause 6 is proposed to add under “Vidya Luxmi” scheme is as under:

Clause 6
Sanctioning Authority/Officer Nominated:

(a) Director of Tribal Welfare shall sanction the amount of benefit under the scheme.

(b) Director of Tribal Welfare shall be the Officer Nominated under the clause 4 of this scheme.

All other clauses in the above mentioned scheme remains unchanged.

This amendment shall come into force with effect from academic year 2020-2021.

By order and in the name of the Governor of Goa.

Sandhya Kamat, Director & ex officio Jt. Secretary.